S&P shorting activity surges to pre-election level
Tuesday, September 12th, 2017
Short sellers are back in force in US large caps as demand to
borrow shares of the constituents of the S&P 500 index is now
back to levels last seen prior to the election last November


Average shorting across S&P 500 constituents now at 2.7% of shares



As Amazon makes waves, retail takes top billing as the most shorted sector



Energy stocks also driving shorting activity higher

While the market was taking a deeper than usual summer slumber, short sellers
added to their positions in US blue chip stocks. This steady buildup of short positions
over the last few months means that the average borrow activity across S&P 500
constituents now stands at 2.7% of shares outstanding – a level not seen since last
November’s presidential election.

Market commentators have been busy pointing fingers for the cause of this
summer’s record breaking lack of volatility, but the recent surge in shorting activity
over the last few weeks hints of a “lull before the storm”. The average short interest
across the index is now 15% higher than the levels seen during recent lows in the
closing days of January.
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Time will tell whether or not this anticipated storm materializes, but short sellers are
still not fully committing to the trade. Average short interest across the S&P is still
way off the highs registered in the opening months of last year.
As is the norm with shorting activity, not every stock is equally targeted. In fact,
more than half of the current S&P constituents now have a lower demand to borrow
their shares than at the start of the year. Much of this shifting activity is directly
attributable to sector rotations.
Amazon making waves
Retailers are at the forefront of shorting activity – the sector had a massive 40%
increase in average short interest since the start of the year. On average, the sector
is now more than twice as shorted than the rest of the S&P 500; short sellers are
betting that the relentless rise of online retail will continue to negatively impact brick
and mortar stores for the foreseeable future.
High conviction plays in the retail sector include Signet Jewelers, Autonation and
Kohls, which all have at least 18% of their shares shorted.
Short sellers have also been busy taking bets on Amazon’s recent forays in industrial
distribution. W.W. Grainger – which attributed its recent margin erosion to Amazon’s
increasing momentum in its sector – is the hot short in the sector, and now has
more than 14% of its shares out on loan.

Grainger peer Fastenal has also seen a significant amount of bearish sentiment in
the last few months. The demand to borrow its shares doubled to 9%, the most in
more than 12 months.
Telecommunication firms are slightly ahead of retailers in terms of the average
demand to borrow shares, but this is mostly attributable to Centurylink. The
company has seen shorts more than double their positions since January. The 21%
of Centurylink shares which are out on loan place the firm in the sixth most-shorted
spot on the S&P.
Energy also in focus
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Energy shorts are also climbing back on short seller’s agenda over the last few
months.
The two main focus manes are Helmerich & Payne and Transocean, which have 23
and 21% of their shares out on loan respectively.
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